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W ith a background in fashion design 
and buying, a second career in 

luxury jewelry sales, and a love of horses 
bred in the bone, Harris debuted her own 
jewelry company in 2018. Her goal? To 
create fine accessories which never go out 
of style, and reflect the equestrian lifestyle’s 
tradition of casual elegance.

For the equestrian enthusiast, few promises 
could be more appealing. Harris’s own 
equestrian background goes back to 
her childhood, so she understands the 
timelessness of equine culture.

“There’s something visceral in it,” she 
explains as we discuss the perennial charms 
of hunt coats, tall boots, and buff breeches. 
Harris has been describing her return to 
equestrian life after a decade spent in Los 
Angeles and New York City, working in 
fashion and far from her equestrian roots. 
“The elegance, the style, the formality of it. 
I love formal hunts, horse shows.” 

Even the name of her company evokes the 
long traditions of the equestrian world. 
“Savenac is the name of my grandmother’s 

horse farm, a historic property in Virginia,” 
Harris says. The house’s building year, 
dating to 1821, finishes out Savenac’s online 
presence, but it’s really the mistress of Savenac 
who has most inspired Harris’s work.

A single photo of Harris’s grandmother, 
dressed in a smart riding habit of the 
1930s and mounted on a gleaming 
Saddlebred, seems to encompass the brand 
image. It’s prominently featured on the 
company website – you can even make 
out a rebellious cigarette delicately held 
in one white-gloved hand, speaking for 
an era when women put on men’s clothes 
and customs, but didn’t dispense with 
their own innate elegance.

“It encompasses the equestrian: elegance, 
beauty, power, and a little edge,” Harris says 
of the photo. “It’s a sense of casual, everyday 
elegance. Casual elegance is the idea I have 
for this jewelry collection.” In the 1920s 
and 30s, Harris continues, “Women really 
started coming into their own, adapting 
men’s styles, a sense of being feminine, but 
strong. I think my grandmother had that 
sensibility to her as well.”

A  B AC KG R O U N D  I N 
FA S H I O N  D E S I G N
With horsemanship rooting her to the past, 
this Pony Clubber-turned-fashion pro has 
put in the work on both sides of the coin, 
from her childhood at rallies and hunting 
meets, to earning a degree in art and design 
from VCU, to her days as a buyer in Los 
Angeles and New York. But what could 
bring a horse girl to the world of city streets 
and high fashion? I had to ask: why fashion?

“I was always attracted to clothing and 
style,” Harris tells me. “I am a very 
visually stimulated person, and clothing 
was the first thing I was attracted to as a 
child.” As evidenced by her second love, 
architecture, Harris is drawn to the clean 
lines and clarity of design. She got into 
clothing design very early – her bedroom 
walls were papered with photos torn from 
Vogue, and by high school, she was making 
her own clothes. 

In the end, fashion design called her from 
the country to the city. But after spending 
a decade living a fast-forward, bi-coastal 
lifestyle in the world of fashion, Harris felt 
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herself pulled back to her Old Dominion 
roots by her love of architecture. “I was 
sitting at a fashion show reading Old 
House Journal,” she recalls, laughing. “I 
was reading about how to remove paint 
from 200-year-old wood planks as the 
show was beginning.”

Always one to follow her instincts, 
Harris realized her cycle in fashion was 
about to end. She was feeling the yearn 
for a more classic lifestyle, and the need 
to build things that last. “I got tired of 
the constant overturn in trends,” Harris 
recalls. “I wanted to design something 
more timeless, with more sustainability.” 
Fashion’s fast turnover, always chasing the 
next hot thing, had begun to feel a bit 
like creating things to be thrown away.

Now, Harris says, “I’m trying to create 
something that outlasts me, something 
that people will enjoy years from now – 
even if they don’t know my name.” 

F R O M  FA S H I O N  D E S I G N 
T O  J E W E L RY  D E S I G N
Back on her home turf and restoring 
a historic house, Harris found a new 
calling in fine jewelry. It’s not much 
of a shift from fashion design, she 
tells me. “You’re still designing for the 
body and something to be worn.” The 
difference between fashion and jewelry, 
she explains, is how jewelry can make a 
customer feel.

“When I moved to the jewelry business, 
everybody looking for jewelry came in 
happy and left happy even if they didn’t 
buy something. That stood out to me: it 
always fits, and if not we can make it fit.” 

There are a hundred reasons a person 
might buy jewelry, and many of them 
are joyful. “Jewelry is so emotional, even 
if it’s a self-purchase. Just buying yourself 
something special, you’re rewarding 
yourself. There’s a story to every piece 
of jewelry,” Harris says. “And it doesn’t 
have to be a big story. It can be a 
small one.” Harris even suggests her 
clients write down why they bought 
their piece, adding a story for future 
generations to enjoy.

Any piece of jewelry has the potential 
to become an heirloom. One concept 
Harris loves is the “Thursday gift” – a 
purchase to reward oneself for whatever 
personal reason one might have. That 
personal purchase holds a story, which 
can get passed down as the item is 
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passed down, through the generations. 
“The reasons why people bought these 
things gives them permanence and 
meaning,” Harris says.

BUILDING HEIRLOOM CLASSICS
The equestrian jewelry market has some 
key design components: the horseshoe, the 
snaffle bit, the field boot, and the saddle, 
to name a few. Their specificity appeals 
to equestrians, but it doesn’t always spark 
familiarity for those outside this highly 
specialized interest group.

How then, to create heirlooms from 
equestrian design themes?

For one thing, subtlety. “It’s literally a little 
less equestrian,” Harris says of her concepts. 
“Something to touch on the equestrian 
feel, because I want the actual equestrian to 
look at it and think ‘that looks just like that 
element,’ or ‘I recognize that and she’s got it 
right.’ But I also want the non-equestrian to 
be attracted to it. I want the element, but I 
don’t want it to be screaming ‘horses’.”

The other key to Savenac’s universally 
appealing equestrian jewelry? The way 
it looks on a body. “I think shape and 
proportion are so important. Bits and stirrups 
are hard shapes to make beautiful on the 
body. If you try to do different things with 
them, it can come out awkwardly.”

Often, Harris explains, working with the 
literal proportions of items like stirrup 
irons or snaffle bits just doesn’t work on 
the human body. “Other equestrians like 
it, but other people might see that’s not 
a good shape on the body. You can go to 
extremes, but it’s got to be pleasing to the 
eye. It has to have flow.”

Harris wants her designs to evoke 
equestrian life, but they have to look good 
on the wearer, too. That’s the challenge, but 
it’s something her life in fashion design has 
prepared her for.

Savenac’s popular Lace Rein Collection 
is a stunning example of this design 
philosophy. Harris found beauty in the 

repeating pattern of traditional laced reins. 
The continual motion of the pattern 
translates well to jewelry. 

But just because a pattern presents itself 
doesn’t mean the design process is easy. 
The details matter, but so does the fit, 
proportion, and overall aesthetic. The Lace 
Rein Band currently available is “the sixth 
incarnation of that ring,” Harris says. She 
worked overtime with her CAD designer 
to get the shape just right. “He’s not a 
rider. I had to get him to make that curve 
right, raise the lacing a little.”

The end result is an equestrian motif with 
a classic styling and casual elegance which 
anyone can appreciate. “[Equestrians] look at 
the ring and say, ‘oh I know that shape,’ but 
a lot of people don’t know what it is. I have 
two clients who want wedding bands in that 
style, and neither of them are riders.”

Harris worked in the opposite direction on 
the Equus Collection, finding inspiration in 
18th-century memorial rings. She brought 
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an equestrian flair to these wide statement 
rings by adding snaffle bits and stars to 
vibrant blue or black enamel, set in gold 
with hand-cut coin edges. The goal? To 
produce a “symbolic heirloom,” Harris says, 
“a unique piece to be enjoyed and handed 
down to the next equestrian generation.”

M AT E R I A L S  M AT T E R
There’s one more element to design that 
needs special attention, and that’s the 
material. Jewelry that stands the test of 
time needs to be made from high-end 
metals, although that doesn’t necessarily 
mean the price has to be boosted to 
match. Harris saw a gap between fun, 
inexpensive jewelry and designer house 
pieces form Gucci or Hermès.

“So I decided, let’s do it right,” she says 
of her materials. “High quality means 
18-karat gold instead of 14-karat.” 
Diamonds have to be the right quality 
and type – which, fortunately, is another 
expertise Harris has picked up in her 
fashion and jewelry career.

She also decided to offer silver, unlike 
some other fine jewelry designers. 
“Silver can be handled in the same way 
as gold, so it can be considered fine 
jewelry.” Plus, silver offers an additional 
price-point which makes her work 
more accessible. “A mother might pick 
up a gold piece and pick up a silver for 
her daughter. Silver offers approachable, 
gift price-points. Plus, women like both 
color metals and we mix them.”

T H E  F U T U R E  O F  S AV E N AC
This luxury lifestyle brand is launching 
plenty more heirloom-quality, 
equestrian-inspired accessories in 
the future. I’m especially taken with 
Harris’s plans for a line inspired by 
show jumping. “It’s more modern, more 
clean,” she says of her upcoming designs. 
“A non-equestrian will appreciate it.”

The popular Lace Rein and Equus 
Collections will soon add bracelets to 
their portfolio, and Harris intends to 
continue expanding the Savenac brand 
of timeless elegance with luxury leather 
goods, larger jewelry collections, and 
the added sparkle of diamonds and 
gemstones. Whatever Lisa Harris plans to 
design, you can be sure equestrians and 
non-equestrians alike will be eager to 
add it to their collections. 

To learn more, visit savenac1821.com or 
follow along on Instagram @savenac1821.
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